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dimmer than the object when seen by the naked
eye. Piper has pointed out that in dark-adap ed
eyes the light sensibility is about twice as great
with both eyes as with one, though in light-
adapted eyes no such binocular summation takes
place. 

---

THE BRITISH SCIENTIFIC PRODUCTS EXHIBITION.

UNDER the auspices of the British Science Guild
a very interesting exhibition of British scientific
productions was opened by Lord Crewe at the
Central Hall, Westminster, on Thursday, July 3rd.
Encouraged by the success which attended a

similar exhibition held last year at King’s College,
the authorities were amply justified in promoting
another exhibition this year, the objects of which are
to illustrate recent progress in British science and
invention, and to help the establishment and develop-
ment of new British industries. The demonstration
is most instructive, and evidences in many directions
the capacity and skill of the British manufacturer
in acquiring new industries and in restoring old
ones on a scientific-basis. There is, indeed, a wealth
of products shown, illustrating in the most satis-
factory way a determination to press science into
industrial service and to remove the long-standing
reproach of our dependence on other nations
for the supply of many valuable and important
commodities. And there is a noble record pre-
sented of the work done in the research laboratories
of the universities and schools of England. All is an
eloquent story of the successes gained by the men
trained in the scientific and technical laboratories.
Mechanical science, physics, textiles, electrical
appliances, medicine and surgery, paper and
illustration, agriculture, chemistry, aircraft, fuels,
and metallurgy form most interesting sections, in
which examples are numerous enough of the
talent, skillg and energy not yet lost to our race.
Synthetics and dyes are conspicuous illustrations
of recent commercial successes resting on scientific
foundations, and the exhibition of optical glass
and laboratory glass ware demonstrates a brilliant
dual triumph of scientist and manufacturer. The

great drug houses are well represented, showing
what an essential equipment to the success of their
business is the research laboratory. This oppor-
tunity of witnessing the remarkable developments i
arising out of the events of the war which have
taken place in so many departments of our great
industries should not be lost. The bearing of
science upon industrial success and national
prosperity is well brought out. The exhibition
continues until August 5th.

THE MEDICAL AND DENTAL REGISTERS.

THE official Register of the General Medical
Council, which has just been issued, contains the
names of 43,926 persons, of whom 54 per cent. are
on the local Register for England, 32 per cent. on
that for Scotland, and 14 for Ireland. 1077 names
were registered in 1918, being the smallest number
recorded for a quarter of a century except at the
low tide of 1910-11. On the other hand, the net
increase of 107 registered names at the end of
1918 as compared with 1917 is quite without
precedent in its smallness. The previously leanest
years had some compensation, lacking in 1918, in
names restored to the Register and short death
rolls. The additional names registered during
1918 included 148 colonial and 16 foreign

1 Ztsch. f. Psychol. u. Physiol. d. Sinnesorg., xxxii., 98., 1904.

diplomas, for the most part Belgian. 995 names
have been removed from the Register during the
year, 946 on evidence of death. Only one medical
man has formally removed his name from the list
as having ceased to practise.
The official Dentists Register for 1919 contains the

names of 5567 dentists, of whom 13 are on the
colonial and 19 on the foreign list. Of the 5535
United Kingdom dentists, 4290 hold degrees or

licences in dental surgery, and 1245 are registered
on their own declaration of being in bona-fide
practice of dentistry. Of the former, 461 have
additional surgical or medical qualifications, of the
latter 7. The number added by registration during
the year 1918 was 131, being one in excess of
the figure for 1917 and barely one-half of the 1915
record. 102 names were removed on evidence of
death, none on ceasing to practise.

EPIDEMIC ENCEPHALITIS (NONA).

A USEFUL contribution 1 to the subject of
epidemic encephalitis, from the pen of Dr. Peter
Bassoe, associate professor of medicine, Rush
Medical College, Chicago, shows that the disease
has made its appearance in America, with similar
clinical and pathological features to those fre-

quently described in this country and on the
continent. Sainton has attempted to give a defini-
tion of the disease in the following terms: "A
toxic, infective, epidemic syndrome, characterised
clinically by the triad lethargy, ocular palsies, and a
febrile state, and anatomically by a more or less
diffuse encephalitis, most marked in the grey
matter of the midbrain." It may be questioned,
however, whether any useful purpose is served at
present by condensed definitions ; Sainton’s is not
sufficiently explicit to be distinctive. The associa.
tion of epidemic encephalitis with influenza
appears to be more than a mere coincidence, since
it has been noted on a number of occasions. Dr.
Bassoe quotes from a French source that
Camerarius, who described an influenza epidemic
in Tubingen in 1718, mentioned a " sleeping
sickness " in connexion with it. In 1768, Lepecq
de la Cloture recorded a " coma somnolentum "

after influenza, and Ozanann (1835) mentioned
epidemics of " catarrhal fever " with 

" 

soporosite "
as having occurred in Germany in 1745, in Lyons
in 1800, and in Milan in 1802. No doubt much of
this is vague and indeterminate; influenzal mening-
itis is a different affection altogether, and what
(much or little) of these epidemic conditions should
be classed as encephalitis lethargica is a matter
depending really on the interpretative proclivities
of the reader. Dr. Bassae describes 11 cases in his
paper, and notes that in no one had there been
definite preceding influenza, but suggests that the
encephalitis " may be caused by a separate virus.
which in order to become active must have been
in contact at one time or another with that of
influenza." Be this as it may, the bacteriological
aspect of the question has been less completely
investigated than the clinical and pathological, and
has scarcely passed the stage of conjecture. It is
an interesting observation that the brain-stem and
basal ganglia are particularly liable to be affected
by poisons, endogenous or exogenous, though why
this should be so is not at present clear. Dr. Bassoe
has had the opportunity of making a complete
pathological examination in two cases, and has
found the changes with which previous writers

1 Journal of the American Med. Assoc., April 5th, 1919, p. 971.


